We give new lower bounds for the size of A-critical edge-chromatic graphs when 6~<A ~<21.
the conjecture. Fiorini and Wilson [3] showed that ~35-n ifA =4, m~> ~9n if A----5, / 1,2n ifA = 6, thus verifying the conjecture for A = 4. Yap [8] Recently, Kayathri [6] improved the result of Yap [8] by showing m ~>2n+2 for A = 5, thus verifying the conjecture. In general, the best bounds are due to Fiorini [2] who showed that ~¼(A+l)n ifA is odd, ml> L¼( A+2)n ifA is even.
In this paper we further improve the bounds of Yap [8] and Fiorini [2] with the following result. 
We require the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (Fiorini and Wilson [3] , and Yap [9] 
Main result
We now fix a A-critical graph G with A ~> 3. Let (
Fix (/2 ..... ia-1) E T*, and let q = q(i2 ..... ia-1)=min{k: ik # 0}, so that, 2<~q<~A-1.
Observe that for v E B(i2 ..... i~-1) with iq ~ O, there exists vw C E(G) with w C Aq.
By VAL(i), v is adjacent to at least A -q + 1 major vertices, so, at most q -1 minor vertices. Hence, iq -4-"" 4-iA--1 = i2 + ... + ia-1 ~< q -1. Consequently, 
<~ ~ (l --1)aa-l,A-l.
A--2>~r>~A-k+l l=2 Hence,
For A -3 ~> l ~> 2, we have
A -1 A-I-2 1 A-2 >~ A-3 + A~-3"
Using (3) and (4) in (1), we obtain
A-2 k lakd a-l la~-l,l na >~ 2n2 + E ~ ~--£~ + ~ ~_~ k=3 I=2 l=2
A-3 We now give our main result. 
A-2 ~ lak, t (A -l)a3-1.A-!
= 2n2 + ~-~'~ Z ~-L~ + ~ ~_~ + k=3 1=2 l=2 A-2 k l "aLl A-3 >~2n2+ZZ¢7-1 +~ k=3 l-2 1=2 A-3 + Z aA-l,a-I la3-1,t 5--3 + Z a-2 1-2 IG{Z,A-I} A--2 k l "ak, l A-2 ~ ~--~ k_ 1 +3 ~---~ ak,2
Conclusion
For 6 ~< A ~< 21, we have given new lower bounds for the size of a A-critical graph of order n. Moreover, our result is best possible given our approach for 6 ~< A ~< 8. Unfortunately, the method we have employed gives no information for A/>24. We hope to come back to the general case in a future paper.
